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IF DON’T HAVE FRUITY LOOPS YOU CAN 
DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO 
BELOW……………. 

 

Download Fruity Loops DEMO BELOW 

http://www.tucows.com/preview/209204 
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Frooty Loops Tutorial  

 

There is a phenomenal change in the field of electronics world. There is much 

advancement in the field of film making process, photography, video and sound 

recording, which include songs and music. Earlier we had no special effects to enhance 

video and audio system. To create own music, songs and video films were very expensive 

and that to lack good technicality. 

The modern electronics innovation and creativity has changed everything in the field of 

computer, mobile phone, video and audio production. These days we see different kinds 

of TV programs having great quality in its photography, sound, music, editing having 

much latest special effects. When we see these programs we feel more life and reality in 

it. The production of qualitative video film has become much easier because of software 

development and innovation. 

Today, one can make his or her film easily by the help of different software like Frooty 

Loops, Propeller heads reason, Steinberg cubase, Sony acid pro and etc. The software 

Frooty Loops has multi- functional quality and performances. It is best for film and video 

producers, multi media designers, musicians, video game designers and the person those 

who are involved in the technical field of entertainment.  

It is not that hard for one to learn how to use the software Frooty Loops in his or her 

creative professionalism. It is a very easy and friendly tool that one can make use of it in 

creative and artistic manner. The software Frooty Loops free trial version 4.0 can be 

easily downloaded that can only be exported as an mp3. One has to buy the full version 

of Frooty Loops for the installation and get it into work. 

There is Frooty Loops Tutorial that can give you all instruction and information 

regarding the application of the software. Tutorials can make one to learn much faster 

than just going through the manual and getting into confusion. 

The Frooty Loopy Tutorial gives concrete idea to utilize the soft in creative and 

productive manner through its audio help, video help, instrumental help, basic help, plug 

in and miscellaneous segments.  It will be really fun to learn the basic and fundamentals 

to create a song in Frootyloops. One can also enjoy by creating lovely house sounds. It 

will be passionate and interesting to learn drum and bass music using different techniques 

from Fruity Loops Tutorials.  

The recent development on electronics media has opened wide scope on graphic 

designing, video games, film making, audio and video containing songs and music have 

inspired and encouraged many to take these fields as profession. 

One can be able to make his or her music albums and films, by which the person can 

acquire, good name, fame and money. The important thing is that a person can fulfill his 

dream. 

Is it not advisable for one to try with Frooty Loops Tutorial and know all the techniques 

with friendly and easy manner to create something new and fresh? 
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Learning Fruity loop 6 tutorial with the help of fruity loop: 

 

Fruity loop is one of the best music production software and there are many fruity loop 6 

tutorials available to learn the various features. If you are looking for a techno track, you 

have arrived at the right place and here you will find the basic information on fruity loop 

6. 

 

Actually the procedure begins with the loading drum samples and thereafter learning the 

technique of mastering the samples. Once you are able to master the technique, you will 

have to learn making pattern structures from them and finally learn mixing and 

automation melody with softsynth and exporting. You will have to go through step by 

step and will have to follow the tutorials.  

 

Once a fruity loop 6 is installed in your computer, you can begin with the following 

tutorials. You should have some audio files located in your system at the root sample 

location. You will have to set up master effect channel so that you get good quality of 

sound at the time of final mastering. You can get these next to channel 8through Fruity 

multiband compressor. You can have one more compressor from channel 7. Now you 

will need to have sound.  Download the file Fb0205.bd from the left hand side of the 

fruity loop and click and select fill each 4 steps and press spacebar to play the sound. 

 

Now patching of the sample in FX bay channel by bringing pattern maker window to 

channel setting window. This can done by holding and dragging the horizontal lines on 

LCD panel of sample channel setting. You should bring and load more compressors, 

EQ’s and multiband compressor to it. Now with a rolling kick you gat the sound but the 

entire track cannot be made from a single kick. Give a second kick and punch and drag 

and drop the sample on to the clap and fill it with every 4 beats. So with multi kicks and 

kicks with punch, you can add some hats on these. You should ensure that the hats are 

given enough depth. You can find each and every measurement in details in the top left 

side of the fruity loops window and need to edit a file channel in menu. 

 

 Now you can add some more features. You can add pattern maker by dragging the 

sample Fb2016.Perc. It is just beneath the lat sample. You have to patch the FX channel 

and add one fruity delay bank to the bay. Thus by these simple fruity loop 6 tutorials you 

can add some techno track. 

 

Although I have covered some fruity loop 6 tutorials in simple way and if you are looking 

for the detailed information on the fruity loop 6 tutorials, you should probably look out 

for either a mp3 file or a work or power point presentation on the subject. 

 

Availability of Fruity loop beat tutorial for learning fruity loop music software: 

 

Fruity loop is excellent music production software and if we look the availability for 

fruity loop beat tutorials in the market, these tutorials are available through many 
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resources. Some of the auction sites such as ebay are the best source for getting a Fruity 

loop beat tutorial. I have seen the tutorials are also available from Amazon and other 

websites also.  

 

Many of the websites offer free downloads of these tutorial, however the quality of these 

tutorials is not up to the mark in all such cases. You need to have a complete look of the 

topics so that it is easy for you to learn the basics. 

 

 Here is the basic of the software Fruity Loops and after going through this basics you 

will be able create beats using input from your computer keyboard. Fruity Loop is easy to 

start and you have to load the software into step sequencer channel first. Here you have 

16 pads at the right side that can be loaded by clicking on each pad through a MIDI 

controller. Similarly at the left side you have corresponding boxes for each pad and thus 

you have 16 boxes.  

 

Now look at the top that displays the pad that you are editing and the corresponding 

sample loaded in it. You have the facility here to set the volume as well as pan of each 

individual pad sample and if you are interested to load a different or your favorite music 

you can load it by clicking the folder icon at the lower right and browse and load your 

specific choice. You will find three tabs at the top and these are marked as layer 

properties, mixer and pads. All the three tabs are important part of Fruity loops beat 

tutorials and learning and you will have to learn all the basic features associated with 

these tabs.  

 

If we look at the basic functions of all the three important architectures of fruity loop 

bats, layer properties are important for setting different layers and sounds as per the 

velocity change requirement in particular beats. There you will find a detailed mechanism 

of setting the layers in specific layer properties tutorials available on either ebay or 

Amazon. The next most important tab is mixer that is also important for learning the 

volume fixing of each of the pad and further you will also have to acquire proficiency in 

other mixing functions. 

 

The next tab pad allows you to record and mix the beats on your Fruity loop computer. It 

is really a tough task and you need to go through the tutorials available for learning 

operations of pads in details. Once you learn the mixing and recording and affective use 

of tabs the whole exercise becomes an easy job for you. So look out for an easy Fruity 

loop beat tutorial on the net and enjoy learning beats on your computer.  

 

 

 

 

ONLINE VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR FRUIT LOOPS 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oD8AgNkvzTo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63KNmuaKr4c 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9H7XNxfZIo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ERW-ztj-sg 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bndqlP2FzFA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PImC21_2HyU 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHztx_CPXNA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd_J3tVrPyk 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rX_5OrUnTLc 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=on6xW9xHYRU 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnhljqBEGCo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y5rAdi-VWI 

Fruit Loops tutorial Websites 

http://www.warbeats.com/Forums/tabid/59/afgrou
p/7/Default.aspx 
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BEAT MAKING RESOURCES ONLINE 

Learn How To Make Hip Hop Beats 

Unlock The Secrets Of How To Make Smoking' Rap Beats. Anyone can just throw 
together a bunch of sounds and loops. But if you want to start making real, 
professional hip hop beats that you can sell for top dollar you need to have the 
basic understanding of a beat. Finally, a step by step guide that lets you discover 
how to make Hip Hop beats like a Pro! 

  

http://www.rapbeattips.com 

  

Learn to Start a Rap Record Label 

Let Us Show you How to Start a successful Independent Rap/Hip Hop 
Record Label within the next 30 days Guaranteed! With Our Proven System 
we will reveal to you... Hidden Secrets, Never Reveled Advice and Priceless 
Tips For Rap Record Label Success!!!  
  

http://Www.getputon.com 

  

The Nets Best Hip Hop & Rap Beats  

Beats 2 Rap 2 -You get hundreds of professional, original, radio 
quality hip hop beats, reggetone beats & r&b beats! Instrumentals 
like these can sell for hundreds, even thousands of dollars but at 
beats2rap2.com you get access to these professional hip hop beats and 
r&b beats for a fraction of the price! 
  

http://www.beats2rap2.com 

  

Download  over 100,000 Hip Hop Beats 

We'll show you where to get them cheap. How about 100,000 royalty free 
beats, custom made and weekly updated beats . You'll also find 
information to help you create your own Hip Hop Beats, along with sound 
kits. You want to become a producer? On this page you will find access to 
to the best Music Production Workshop on the internet. 
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http://www.beats365.com 

  

Learn to Mix Demo 

Mix Me Entertainment is your source for unique Rap and Hip-Hop Beats. 
Our high quality rap beats, rap instrumentals, and hip hop beats can be 
instantly downloaded. Download 100s of original, royalty-free hip hop 
instrumentals for your album, mixtape and/or demo. Mix Me Entertainment 
is a renowned production company which specializes in non-exclusive 
music, audio production tools and custom sound design. 
  

http://www.mixmeentertainment.com 

 

 


